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ADVANCED AIRCRAFT Design I Miguel Angel Salt Ortho

Mate exams related to lowest passing rates
.

° Aerodynamic design of transport  aircraft

o Introduction to transonic Aerodynamics

Qs : The local friction coefficient over a flat plate without  a pressure distribution

Is deceased downstream

° The boundary layer gets thicker the more
the flow

LOCAL SHEAR

STRESS
advances

. This reduces the shear stress

SKIN FRICTION DRAG

Df -

- foctucx , ox → Cf =
DI

Gcs . S

FOR A FLAT PLATE

. you  can just  use half the plate

Cf = t Cg × 0.0742 Re = Asc →  inertial forces

① The
" s mis - s  viscous forces

Laminar Turbulent

Q2 : Favorable pressure gradient to prevent separation :

pressure  increases
Pressure increases downstream over the body but not  separates flow

Boundary LAYER SEPARATION
adverse

Pressure



SEDA RATION OF BOUNDARY LAYER BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION

0,3 : What  is  a favorable pressure gradient

if one  would like to postpone transition ?

) generates significant pressure decreases downstream over he body ,of  separation
Pressure drag

dumps He wares  and postpones transition
.

inviscid flow
Instability depends

• Reynolds Number
• Pressure Gradient

• Receptivity

Qu : True ?

Rex : Reynolds  at  which
A laminar boundary layer separates earlier transition from laminar to turbulent

happens
.turbulent than a turbulent boundary layer

given  an  identical adverse pressure gradient
.

Shape  of profile

LAMINAR VS TURBULENT



SUBSONIC CRUISE DRAG

Contributions to drag .

Zero lift drag : CDO Lift dependent drag Compressibility drag Trim drag

Friction drag Lift  induced Oras high speed drag Due to stability

Pressure drag I; CD = Caz , h
trim or  extra left .

got

Excrescences
Interference Oras

-

Qs : high . subsonic transport  aircraft
drag which component  is the highest

.

QG : higher trim drag Moment  arm

Q7 : higher  too . lift drag +  wetted area f C Do

Q8 : Higher lift  dependent Both the  same

FRICTION DRAG

Main contributors are :
0-9 : Does the size  of the aircraft

Wetted area , Surface Roughness
,

Shape { Local superdelegates
have an effect on its friction  coefficient ?

Pressure Oras components
Yes

,
the larger the  aircraft the

smaller He Cf higher Re !

then constant
up to a point 10000000 TheQso : why does the Co stay constant  after certain Re I

Due to aditi  oral friction drag from excrescences # contact
'

 

This excuses average gives the equivalent sand
Re .

- 2000000Re  10000000

doe  to  chord due  to  chord

grain roughness lls Cheight )

Improvements in exoescenses :

Composites . closer tolerances
. . .

At higher Re He roughness has to be lower
.

QII : The Crs of a  wind tunnel model

Is higher than that of a full scale  ak due to

Re relief.

Same happens  with interference !



012 : Why does Cf decrease with M in supersonic flow

Due to He aerodynamic heating of the created surface .

The surface heats  and charges he properties of air
.

LIFT DEPENDENT DRAG

Qs3 : The Oswald factor :

Is a factor that  accounts for both the change in profile Oras and non . elliptical lift
distribution

. Its value can be higher than I
.

CD = Cbo  t P t
1-

CD .

 - Cbo  t 1-
r . A . 4 Depends  on elliptic lift distribution A A - e

U

Profile and parasite drag dependent on angle of attach Oswald efficiency
factor



GEOMETRY US
.

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

Conflicting design requirements w
.

r 't

TRANSITION aerodynamics :

Sweep angle effects :

• Attachment line instabilities low A
• Cross flow  instabilities : low A

• wave drag : high A

Leading edge - radius

effects
:

• Attachment line  instabilities . low Tc
• Maximum lift  coefficient :highrice

Pressure distribution effects :

AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
Tolkien Schlichting waves : - press we gradient

Cross flow instabilities : too large amplifiesReduce and Eliminate :

Shoah waves
, Separation and Friction Drag

.from :

Cockpit , Fuselage , Nacelle twins interference
, Aft body shapes .

Qsu : For subsonic flow  over a  way wall
,

the flow in the concave parts

Has
a positive pressure coefficient

DV > O Suso hinks !

Qas : If the radius of curvature of He convex shapes increases
.

The pressure coefficient also increases .
> feat

plate !



FUSELAGE NOSE

COCKPIT DESIGN

° The superdelegates cause aditi oral Oras .

Thus

they must be eliminated or reduced
.

o The momentum thickness is he loss of momentum

of the boundary layer .

Used to measure
" Oras "

Geometry and Cp , example

On the airfoil ,
he leaders and trailing edge do not work

.

Since those or stagnation points .

Moreover
, compressibility has not been investigated yet .

Be
Sleep pressure

gradients
Qso : For supersonic flow over a wavy wall , He

flow in he concave parts . . .

O
wall higher the pressure ,

lower the

speed . Flow decelerates

@  •

COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS
Compressibility boundary .

I = - t . }Ip = Ip . }pI
For flows  at low  speeds : the  magnitude of changes in pressure is small compared

to he pressure itself . dp is small and dp can be dominated by dip

For big speed flows : dp can be large thus crusty plays  a  more  important  role
.



Q set
.

What is He effect of a high - subsonic Mach number on He flow field around a body
compared to He flowfreed at  a low - subsonic Mach number

.

Local curvature has a larger region of influence :

Qs8 : What is He effect of a high Subsonic Mach number

on he pressure distribution ?

Depends Adaptation
Changes share

Compesibility corrections :

Prandtl
- Geauert

° dat tone

o human - Tsien

C p CRITICAL

a. =÷µ÷"Ft
compressibility

no compressibility

COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS ON FORCES

Cp

Mo



Qsa : What is he compressibility effect on control surface effectiveness .

Depends on dynamic pressure and structural layout .

high dynamic pressure creates a high

aerolashc effects .

Worst  case  is at high speed low
altitude

20 : Airplane Payt

0-22 Why do transport ak never anise at speeds beyond M -

- 0.9

Due to excessive pressure drag : form of shock waves
.

Zero left drag increases exponentially after MDD due to He formation of shock waves

MDD has different definitions depending on the aircraft  manufacturer .

AREA RULING AND INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

022 : Why was the FIOZA faster than the FIOZ

Due to  area veins of He cross - sectional area distribution he wave drag of he aircraft reduced

FUNDAMENTALS OF AREA RULING

Drag produced by slender body of arbitrary
dimensions in supersonic flow  may be modelled

by an  equivalent body



For fundamentals :

Wave drag only dependent
on  cross-sectional area

distribution .

.
 not always

true

Wave drag dependent on

second derivative of area

small changes : low drag

large changes : high drag

Shortcomings

No lift  is considered

Flow  is assumed i rotational

No  viscous effects considered

0.23 : Why is He drag of the equivalent body lower than He swept - wing configuration .

The swept-wing configuration owe lops shocks over the wins surface . causing separation while
He equivalent body does not

.

EXAMPLE 024 : how does the addition of these bodies lead

to a reduction in drag coefficient  at tee design

reach Number ?

They promote isentropic compression of He

supersonic flow  and postpone shock - induced

separation .

For engine nacelles
, you car  consider only 20%  of he area .

INTERFERENCE EFFECTS
Every curvature generates superdelegates and at junctions
these supevcloaties  are  added

.

Empennage interference
Qzs : Why are interference effects more pronounced in high

Wins body interference Subsonic  conditions ?

Nacelle  interference Due to  compressibility the region  of influence  is larger



WING BODY INTERFERENCES

626 : Effect of He fuselage on He lift distribution  over To reduce these interferences , fairings
He wins of a high - subsonic transport  aircraft  in  cruise  conditions ? can be introduced

, reducing super  velocities

Increases Lift  over inboard of wins but has  no effect

on He outboard wins . Depends  on high / low  wins .

EMPENNAGE INTERFERENCE

027 : Why are Vt and Ht often staggered ?

To prevent a  nose . down pitching moment  in cruise conditions
.

Ulster speeds  on tail upper surface . decreasing downforce ,
nose down

Tuch - under phenomenon :

Qe speeds on horizontal and vertical tail coincide
.

Also possible to remove fuselage .

Solutions :

rs  reduces local Cp peaks
Staggered ,

remove fuselage ,
a  corn

WING - NACELLE
- Py cow INTERFERENCE

Constraints of these systems .

Attached inflow in  all conditions

Structural rigidity of pylon  and nacelle

Sufficient space for  stroke and s #stems

028 : Why is Here a difference btw wins tunnel test  and flight test ?

The  wind tunnel model has lower effective curvature
,
making He supevcloahes lower .

-

test



Solutions of Nacelle - Wins interference

Design pylon using local area rule

Outboard

pylon
nacelle

Inboard
pylon

nacelle

TRANSONIC AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS

AIRFLOW S IN SUBSONIC FLOW

Characteristics of pressure distribution : Include boundary layer effects :

a A stagnation point at  or near the leading cdse CCp =L )
o Displacement thickness

, S*
° Height  and location he maximum  super velocity ( Cpm,  , ) s Momentum Thickness

. O
° The ratio between Cpm ,  and Cp

*

o Local friction  coefficient . Cy° Pressure gradient dpldx behind Cpm ,

Q2a : Why does the Cf decrease with ohorwise
o The TE

. Pressure (for  inviscid flow CPTE  c= I )
position ?

The boundary Cayo thickness is higher downstream
Tulu vs Thieu AIRFOIL

THIN AIRFOIL



AIRFOILS IN TRANSONIC FLOW

0-30 : In transonic conditions
,

when he

free stream Mach number  increases ,

He shock moves downstream

Suoou Position Slides 28 - 22 on Pressure distribution about ai foils

Lower M in front of shock → shock pulled forward
higher M in front of shook → Shock pushed bach

TRANSONIC AIRFOILS
NOT GOOD FOR TRANSONIC

NLF  airfoils : Natural Laminar Flows
NLF have on special feature called

Drag bucket

Bad behaviour doe to supersonic flow :



Q3s : Why is He shod wave causing an exponential increase in Oras ?

Due to pressure increase due to boundary layer separation

DRAG ON SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL
Qgz

.

. Why would he result be disappointing

in Terms of wave drag ?

Due to he effect of The on he

boundary layer

Bras RISE

Hq stggfoafdrasr.se•

Shock wave on a Cp graph Solutions :

. NACA 4 airfoils .  modified leading edge radius

and position of maximum thickness
.

° These are designed to reflect He expansion wares

caused by He leading edge on He sonic Are

to create compression  waves that

> Another solution  is to create show less

Airfoils



REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECTS

DESIGN OF SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOILS

What to modify :
Drag on supercritical Airfoils

.

Leading edge shape effects on ware drag

Drag creep :

Caused by the woah shocks close to leading edge

Related to nose radios of airfoil
° Smaller radius : less drag creep

° Layer radios : more drag creep

co



ass : Why do many supercritical airfoils feature a cusp in he trailing edge ?

To reduce the adverse pressure gradient behind He shock and postpone separation
.

Qu : A blunt trailing edge

Increases he
drag of a supercritical ai go, e

,

but  can also decrease
. Depends on

the Mach .

Itmost be used due to manufacturing constraints
.

QB : If he thickness . to - chord ratio increases

The drag - divergence Mach number decreases

To prevent drag creep , we can use the sonic roof top approach

Design such that Cp is Cp *

from leading edge to 0.3 . O
.

G Xk

keep He maximum local velocity around M -

- I

No  mixed subsonic I Supersonic flow .



LOWER SURFACE DESIGN

Loading on front ,
rear or constant

.
More negative Cp on position at airfoil .

036 : Match subsonic pressure distribution

to  corresponding drag divergence Mach Number

EFFECT OF M and Cc Slide 33 of Reynolds effects .

° IncreasingCL  comes with a decrease in Cp from O to 50 go of he chord .

° Increasing he M comes with a constant pressure area extending from o to 5040 Of chord

Qza : Why is he shock predicted to be further aft by the inviscid model ?
Due to he higher effective curvature of He airfoil . why tho ?

REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECTS

038 : With increasing Re he total friction drag coefficient on a typical airfoil . . .

Decreases due to lower relative momentum thickness Why tho ?

Thin ai foie , increase on Re -

hid airfoil
, increase on The

.



Thin  airfoil , high L
Thich airfoil , high L

increase Re increase Re

RE effects at high Mach

2 types of separation Airfoil with reynolds effect

Q39 : What happens to a in transonic conditions
Low dependence highly dependence when the Re increases

, wheeon Re
on Re

the rest stays He same
.

It becomes larger
,

thickness is increased
more speed over He ai foil ,

more a
.Tables can be found in shoes 47 . S2 of Re effects

.

Shoah FORMATION :  moves backwards when
increasing Re Cp plot :

Cm - CL :  moves to he right when increasing Re

initially shiftsMDD : increases when increasing The
down

Cc :  increases while increasing Re
.

Shifts
to right

Drag creep .
. decreases whileincreasing The

CD :  on fixed transition
, deceases  while increasing The

on free transition
.

 increases  until a .  105 and Her decreases increasing Re

Summary {



LOW SPEED AND UKU SPEED STALL

LOW SPEED STALLING CHARACTERISTICS

Stall
, is he separation of he boundary layer .

An adverse pressure gradient could potentially create

reverse flow .

Quo : How can  we recognize b - l

separation in He Cp plot ?

° suction peak drop
° Cp becomes constant
°

Trailing
. edge Cp remains negative .

TYPES OF STALL

Leading edge stall

2=20 L =  50 2=100  a  =  IS °
L > 150

Abrupt stall
,

Flow separation over  entire  airfoil ,
Present  on  airfoils with moderate d. E .

 radii C initial pressure
gradient too big )d.  E.  radius has significant effect  on lift  coefficient

Comparison

btw

the three !

Trailing edge stall

2=50 a  =  100 2=150  2=22 .  So

Gradual stall
,

How separation  moves fwd with L , Occurs  on ai foils with large e. e .  radius and

strong upper surface  curvature .

QUI : Why can  a strong upper - Sof ace  curvature

induce trailing edge stall ?

It  causes a large adverse pressure gradient



GEOMETRIC EFFECTS

Camber and thickness us Stale
Quiz : a sharp leading edge

hastens He onset of full - chord

separation due to he high e.  e
.

curvature and steep adverse

pressure gradient

LEADING EDGE

Decreasing he radius increases

Increasing He nose radius first  increases He Cp peak and then 0¥,  increasesa.p.mg
and

decreases  it
. promotes e.  e -separation .

Cp at  which stall
Increasing d.  E

µoccurs )
.

camber  and

radius

If other le
. parameters are modified



REYNOLDS I MACH EFFECTS

0-42 : Increasing the Re

Increases He Maximum CL  up to a maximum The EFFECT  ON Clmax

At  a  constant Mach !
o f Re decreases relative b - e thichress

a t Re shifts transition forwardofRe  reduces relative sire  of laminar  Sep . boble

° Beyond certain Re
,

the transition happens before He

formation  of a bubble and b. l becomes turbulent

° Separation type  might  switch from leading edge to trailing
edge

° P

Rec
increases tolerance to  strong a. pg .

behind Suction peak
° Airfoil can  achieve higher  angles of attah

without d.  E .  stall
The maximum lift  is limited by he Mach number :

°

higher Ce
.

can be achieved

ofRec moves t.ee
.  separation point  upstream

° Result : lift  coefficient decreases
.

I moves down

and down  when

increase Mach

at  constant  nach ! Re

CL is first limited by The at low numbers ofMe
.

and limited later by Mac at high numbers of M
.



BUFFET ONSET AND BEYOND

Buffet ins is he airframe vibration by pressure fluctuations in separated flow .
It has different forms

Shock
wave

° Low speed buffet due to flow separation dose to stall

a Buffet due to lift dumper or speed brahe

° Buffet due to local flow separation
°

Buffet due to separation caused by shock wares
.

This happens because he effective airfoil vanes

after a show ware which induces upper and

bottom shocks
.

Predicting Buffet : pg .

53 Low . speed stall
. . .

Limits on Cena  ×

Different profiles arrive almost to He same

Cp distribution in th LE
. Arrive to He

same Mach number in front of shock

at the buffet onset
,

• correlation based on local M
.

At buffet onset :

The shock position  moves aft  when Decreasing He The decreases Cp

he local nach number ahead of
He show decreases

.

Correlation to shape factor U = I Influence of Buffet :

£ Determines maximum a @ a  certain M
Buffet criterion :

° H > 3.3
Determines  maximum M @ certain Cc

° 8lb 20.25 Determines He aircraft  ceiling @ certain M
.



BUFFET ENVELOPE

SUMMARY

AIRFOILS WITH Ubu LIFT DEVICES

HIGH LIFT DEVICES
Reasons for high lift devices :

0-43 : Why do  we  need hash lift devices ? ' Increases Climax for landing with high drag penalty

To have acceptable field performance I. Reduces he stale speed of He aircraft
2 . Allows for  shorter landing length

° Increases Ccmax during the - off with high drag penalty
I

. Reduces the minimum  unstick field
2 . Reduces He tale - off field length

o Reduce pitch angle at low  speeds

> flat plate hinged !

Due to Links in he
"

modified
"

airfoil ,
itLeading edge

atop educ
's possible that sharp adverse pressure gradients

happen !



To solve He hinged feat peak problem : we introduce slots . Which are spaces between

He airfoil and He high lift device . This :

•
Suppresses the suction peaks through mutual interference

Boo Creates new boundary layer on each component , postponing stall

.• Generates additional drag

Definitions :

MUTUAL INTERFERENCE

Assume that each lifting airfoil can be represented
by a vortex

.

a.jo#

u•••fAs a result
. for th front airfoil : As a  result for tee back atoll

higher suction peak Lower suction peak

higher supcveloat.es on  upper side Lower supcveloat.es on  upper side

dower supeveloahes on lower side higher supeveloahes on lower side

With mutual interference we arrive to a smoother pressure charge between components and a

smoother velocity change .

BOUNDARY LAYER
AND WAKE

Qhu : Why does a fresh b - l postpone

separation ?
on . He - surface

old Hr solace
It  's thinner

, 80 It can withstand

a higher adverse pressure gradient

Wale develops with every element
.

It grows with an adverse gradient! It smoothers with an increase in viscosity .

} Icp . d§ > °*t



Un merged boundary layer flows off element :

On - He - surface pressure recovery C normal ) t

Off . the - surface pressure recovery C deceleration of Wale not in contact  with body )

Merged (Confluent) boundary layers :
⇒ good to have spaces between

.

Should be avoided due to early separation .

Example :
To arrive to ke optimal design :

Appropriate gap / overlap between

elements . Increases  stability and

reduces no  ' confluent '

boundary layers .

Gap increases drag : this depending for
t - O or Ending different configurations are

possible .

-  s  more

DESIGN FOR STALL Characteristics 0rad

no gap .  reduces drag !
but we dont

care .

The most effete is when separator is reached at  the same time on all components
.

B
In the Cp plot :

Increases he suction seah

on He Cp .
 And increases

he overall Cp astr button

of He airfoil .

Slope of suction peak

stays he same .

Gus : Where does stall originate ?

New th leading edge of He man component

AUG : With
increasing L

. n
.

The lift  coefficient  on He seat increases whee He lift coefficient  on he flip decreases

Due to circulation & Car be observed on  next page



THE EFFECT OF MACH Av  D REYNOLDS

high Re  allows for high Cpm in C- I values

Ulsh Cpm in  implies high superueloaties over d. E

If high take - off and landing speeds ,
leads to supersonic flow

As a general rule Meocal Cs .
S8

,
limits Gmax

Minimum air pressure may then be less than 30%  ambient

This result  car be properly translated to 3D
.

SWEPT WING CONCEPT
Goes

, § . Cm@Ccoes.Cm0istr.b otros

WING DESIGN REQUIREMENTS Max DID

Lif  variation  wth

angle of attach
• At  cruise Mach and cruise altitude Ccnax Chain

State char  act Stall chocs

> Design lift coefficient at top of climb
.

> Lift - to - drag ratio at design lift coefficient .

° Pitching moment coefficient at design lift coefficient .

° Pitching moment distribution  with span I to limit structural warping )

• At low - speed conditions :

° Ccma
 × for  all aircraft configuration ( clean

,
take - off , landing )

o Stalling characteristics for  all aircraft configurations over He complete Cg . range Cpitch
and roll )

a Mammon lift . to - drag ratio ( to meet climb requirement ,
AEOL

, OEI  to )
• Lift curve slope and maximum aisle of attach in ground effect Cfor rotation req .

)
•

Stability I Control Ceooywhee in flight )
W

&

Pitching
moment due to angle - of - attach¥ negative

§ .

- pi s Rolling moment due to slides lip negative?
o Rollins moment due to aileron deflection I spoiler deflection .

balanecewnbytoyayfqtfyblll.ly
) Stable

• Around the boundaries of cruise flight conditions :

- Margin ( da  and dm ) between ocsign point and buffet  onset boundary
µ s Acceptable stability and control Cpitch and role )z between buffet  onset  and maximum buffete penetration boundary CDG  and DM )⇐
I s Acceptable stability and control between Mmo  and MD



° Structural and Volume Constraints

° Wing weight → Landing gear volume a Lighting strike protection a Fratton points engines

a Tanh volume a Space for systems : kinematics systems for wing movables
,

anti .  icing systems ,

fuel system
, hydraulic system ,

electric System .

WING :

Prime characteristics of ang design are :

I . Aerodynamic : M design and Goes , gn
Not from scratch

, Gwen .

2 . Geometric : Aspect Ratio (A)
, tape ratio ( X )

,
twist distribution ( O )

, Sweep ( A )
and airfoil selection in outward wins .

0-47 : Given on elliptical lift distribution and identical wins loading , why is a tapered wins

preferred over a straight wins ?

It has a lower weight

0-48 : Given an elliptical lift distribution and a tapered wins , where do you expect He highest

section left coefficient ?

Around 65 to  of semi span .

HISTORICAL BACH GROUND

Qua : Why do high - subsonic airplanes have Swept wins ?
sweep .

.

To increase the MDD for  a given lift coefficient . Shifts center of pressure

Shifts control surfaces aft

Shifts a C .  aft

Wings in history where limiting
He maximum Mach !



SIMPLE SWEEP THEORY

sweep
S : stream  wise

) a

e :  effective

Calculate :

I
. Cps as a function  of Vs Cps  = - 2 . Dff = - 2 .  s% =  - 2 .

SI cos 2h
Ve

2. Cpe as a function  of Ve
Cpe =

- 2
3. Cpeas  a function of Cps a. d A Ve Cps

= Cpe .  cos 2A

Formulas : Cpe .

- offs
,

Cee = Cts do = I (E)
e

-

- (E) gloss
costs cos A

effective arcature

The  effective  curvature decreases

↳
Causes Lower  ouespeeos

↳
Strong shock wave  occur  at higher M

.

↳ ADD increased

IS there  is tapper  and sweep ,
account for lda

Sweep quoter  chord

EFFECT OF TAPER

For high sweep and taper
, Cp distribution can differ significantly

Flow  over wing due to Sweep .

° Reasonable behaviour , but  isobars  start to  curve

rearward near root  and forward near tip .

> Good work late on between theory and experiment .

A- 0.7

Swept  and

tapered

Equivalent
swept



When Mach increases : the effect becomes stronger , but He prediction is bad
.

A- 0.95 teats-tE8Teggggg⑥gg

BBB

*gqpq•

keep increasing Mach : we have shock induced separation

Strong shoh near te
.

Observations :

Separation
° Near  root

, Cp deviates  increasingly from the

Curved isobars
Prediction  accordingly to  simple  sweep theory .

Bad prediction
° The increasing super cloches  over He aft part of

He wins root  region  may lead to ke formation
of shock wares  and flow  separation .

o These  may Ken  spread further outboard and lead

to sharp drag rise  much earlier than  would
e  expected from  simple sweep theory .

EFFECTS OF WING SWEEP AT Low SPEED ° At  A-  0.95
. sweep Keos looses meaning .

Lowers maximum section left coefficient of outboard wins Hip

Wins Ccmax is reduced
↳

Ls
Effective high . left devices are required forCandy

ad tale . off .

change in Cm happens because

of tip stale
.

suddenly pitch up .

slightly nose down

Wing tip stalled :  why does Cm move so much ?



SYMMETRICAL CAMBERED

Staggered

Ugg.si?eE.ouSwEE'

' I "  "  " ⇐  ME " w

op gradients Ifieagsohweoe!?:! goeeow

Taya!°o°dpesat We original afore but

HueYg
.

over hey are a bit

ftp.

This generates boundary layer cross flow ,
as obsercd

in he next picture .

cross flow

up:S:*:S:*:c
.



FOUND Any LAYER Cross FLOW

The boundary layer thickens more and more towards He tip .

This is due to flow over a plate

th chess
. Same  as with normal ai foils .

OBSERVATIONS :

s D - e cross flow leads to higher Ccm  ax  on inner wing sections

a But this car not be feasible many times due to the stalling behaviour of He tip
.

Thus
L can not be increased that much

.

• Tip stale leads to pitch - up l on aft swept wuss ) and probability of wing drop.

> Sweepback will lead to a decrease in he usable Gma , compared to  an equivalent
straight wins

SUMMARY



Tip STALL AND AERO ELASTIC EFFECTS

Qso : Why do swept wings sometimes have faces ) EFFECT OF FENCE ON FLOW
.

To prevent tip stall locally renewing he b - e .

These faces are installed experimentally .

BBBBBzf

Prevent tip stall which improves He moment coefficient /
characteristics u

high superdelegates here

If a fence is installed ,
the might lead to separation

Oras in wise  is  increased
.

At  certain G  it  increases MDD
.

Fences should be applied as  an

aerodynamic fix  not  as  a design .

Peons and Shark teeth wings and oort , long can also be used as fences .

Other  ways : •

Chord
increase in inner wins .

• Increase he L . E
.  radius without  modifying he upper  surface  curvature .

Recap : effects of wing sweep .

FIRST GENERATION OF SWEPT WINGS

The problem  was that swept  wings were designed as if they were straight wuss .

° Root  and tip sectors woe selected
.

a t  aspect ratio ) FIT stale characteristics
a t taper ratio

> wing shape determined by interpolation tip no root sections
Pitch up tendencies at hist and

low  speeds .



Aerodynamic sweep lower than geometric sweep .

TAGA

Boundary
layer  moves

outboard

Shock
induced
separation

Bff
tip stall

AEROLASTIC EFFECTS OF WING SWEEP

On an flexible wins He load offers from that of a risk wins .

Flexible wings are  normal
.

when  a  wins with Sweep deflects it does not

only bend upwards but it  also rotates , decreasing

he effective L
.

desired

Ig distribution

Span

The  aerodynamic twist proves He following a distribution . Qss : How does wing bending affect He stability

of a swept-wing aircraft ?

Neutral point  shifts forward Wich decreases

he static  margin .

FORWARD SWEEP

0-52 : why Oo you think he Germans used

forward sweep on the Tv -287 bomber ?

To have  acceptable stale characteristics

at tale - off and landing speeds .

Hbk semis pan location

It was believed that forward sweep increased

wins weight , but this is not necessarily true .



FORWARD SWEEP

SUMMARY



ROOT and To EFFECTS

• ROOT DESIGN OF SWEPT WINGS Root effects on  swept  wings

*Edgington due to

thickness

We have to improve he velocity distribution due to thickness at He root .

2 D solution for He 3D distributor :

- Forward part  of root section  must be thickened

)
More parallel isobars  up to the root

Less form drag

.
The rear part  must be made thinner

. Less sleep pressure gradient  near te .

keep similar  shape and same height .

increase to

move
Conclusion :

curve up .

⇒ Th ,  chest point  should move forward

> Overall thickness should be increased

Supoueloaties due to left .

Lift - curve slope is smaller near He root

For  a given L
, lift is lost  new  root

.

0-53 '

. Why do  we loose lift  near He root of as  un tapered
symmetric  swept  wins ?

The
"

loss
"

in lift  is  a  result of he higher outboard

effective  a
.



Observations :

Lift  ads velocity distribution to thickness - induced velocity distribution
.

Sweep concentrates lift near trailing edge .

Solution

Reduce  camber  at root profile to shift pressure peak more forward → this  reduces lift

Increase  root  incidence to increase lift  coefficient to  match desired Cp astr , button
.

Find optimal to keep Ce

-
but decrease camber  and increase L →  or  incidence  angle

Too much lift  on
the root  can happen ,

to  reduce  it

Increase he root section thickness  via He lower  airfoil contour
.

in

5000 for  wins weight
,

tanh  volume



MINIMIZING ROOT EFFECTS

FUSELAGE :

The fuselage has limited effects on

He isobaric patton .

TIP DESIGN OF SWEPT WINGS

Qsu : why do  we often see blue Cheonan tips
on high subsonic airplanes ?

To align isobars and reduce wave drag .

A

↳
softened
lines

.

DESIGN METHOD FOR SWEPT WINGS

Refine aerodynamic design using He seven parameters S , A
,

A
,

X

have a good low and high Speed performance .

Prevent
drag creep and separation

Prevent  TE
. Separation



Objective Ce distribution

Objective Cm distribution Reduce tip stall

Improve flap effectiveness

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

FINAL REMARKS ON SWEPT WINGS

a For  more modern swept wings He starting point is a supercritical ai foil section with transonic flow
in He design condition

.

o Ussr CFD
,  many Iterations

, including engines ad pylons  increases  it
.

WINGLETS

End plates : Demonstrations : winglets :

Increase lift  curve scope T - tales
Less induced dragDecrease induced drag Horizontal tails  with two fins on  either  end

. More friction drag



WINGLETS

Aerodynamics about He tip with no winslet :

a Tip vortex  is created doe to pressure difference on top and bottom
.

• Induced angle of attach is produced ,
Cousins induced drag .

CLAS K WINGLET DESIGN : 88 Root  and Tip effects

cess : Winglets

Increase the effective aspect ratio of He wins

SHAPE
.

The radios of He inner one most be large enough to prevent  interference Oras .

Depends on toe - in Coe - out  angle v.  r .
t He interference , resulting on org decrease at

particular a
.

Comparison of wiglets and wins tip extensions

Wingletscan be problematic as an  add-on

and therefore wings should be designed with winglets .

Problematic because it  influences many things .

Root bending moment
,

dependent on  control surface
deflection  and roll maneuvers .

Flutter considerations

Stability and control considerations

SUMMARY



HIGH LIFT DEVICES

High lift devices are used to have a Sood behaviour on low - speed performance .
On

Carding and tale - off .

Qsg .

. Why do aircraft that fly faster have a lower Clmax ?

Due to higher sweep angle of high . subsonic aircraft .

YPES OF FLAPS
EXAMPLES

past
&

DASH

cushion in L
, Nothing below hrueso :

flap in ceases
the

wingchord length
•

FESSES

Tribe off performance examples

tAGggaB
a

If the weight  is increased or

reduced
.

He Ccma  changes to  adaptfor He c. g .  change .

MORE PERFORMANCE GRADUS IN 24 - 28 high lift devices



STALL CHARACTERISTICS

REQUIREMENTS

I
. Flow separation should start on he labor O wins so control so faces are effective in stall

"

( Male sue that peak Cpm , ,
- values at leading case occur on he inward wins ) }¥%&¥a

as

2
. When stall occurs he tailplane elevator shall not lose effectiveness due to He way

Possible

of separated flow .

STALL CONTROL DEVICES : CONTROLLING STALL

s . Sufficient detachment in this area to provide

+ 0.05g At 23 degrees d
. Horror td tail plus

-
turbulence

.
Ai plane vibrates , thus we brow we  are

approaching stall .

2.  Progressive separation in area 2

Effect of tailplane position and slot

blocker on Cm

Qst : Why is Here a difference  in stale behaviour with

reach number ?

The location of stall changes with Mach number
.

BgfAtTTggggETGgg

etAgAGggTTTSS



TAIL STALL BECAUSE OF  WAKE

5 4

-

How to SOLVE it ?
green  on graphs

Increasing tail span and including uortlons on wins ,
to reset

b . layer .

Reynolds effect on stale :
sold

,
a Postponement of tip stale uorheons new

Vortex generators on enginesa Longer linear range
in front of inwards wins :

Create vortices GO reduces He flow separation  at high L
.s Increase in usable Clmax

create a seat wt out
.

2

3 2

]

:

LIFT TO DRAG RATIO

Lift off moment  was related to Ccnax
,

but Climb ratio  is a function of 4D
.



Q S8 : At high fields , why do  we need a wish LID ?

To compensate for lower thrust  and reduce the ground roll distance ground roll

To compensate for lower thrust  and reduce He air distance climb out
.

To compensate for lower T and meet He climb gradient requirement . climb gradient

Less thrust  at higher altitudes
.

Thrust depends on p ,
height  ad temperature .

Increased temperate and height  might  cause thrust loss
.

The flaps increase more
the Org than He lift .

This :

Slats decrease LID when deployment but  increase Cena ,

TAKE - OFF PERFORMANCE

Best one . ers , re - out climb requires  a high LID ad high Cc
.

r s

The induced drag is He largest component .

✓
If one IS increased

A high aspect ratio is beneficial . he otw decreases boundaries
.

Low SPEED DRAG POLAR

CD n he

Useful parameter to compare4=-2 -

r Ae different flap systems

Qss : Effect of flap defection on e .

SUMMARY

Oswald increases

Qisuaees
"



HORIZONTAL TAK DESIGN

PLANFORM DESIGN

Investigate He effect of Surface  area
, Aspect Ratio

, Tape ratio
, Sweep angle on Clmax  and ⇐

OL

Aspect Ratio
, Taper Ratio & Sweep babe

We can also  observe that

for Cow Aspect  ratio
,

He
2cL

- sweep does not have  on effect
2x

on CLL

a

Cena , is not veg sensitive to A
. Ccmax  not  veg sensitive to Sweep bah

Cca increases with A . Ctx increases only slightly with A .

L and stale may vary . Stall is more subtle for high A

compared to low sweep angles .

Gsa : Why is Gmax higher for he wing with A = 450

Because of He leading edge vortices
.

Stable cortices from leading edge
,

reduce He static pressure over He wins .

Increases Gmax
. Vortex Lift



VORTEX LIFT

Sudden increase ! Vortex Lift

.

:c:÷:÷:
" "

::::::

0-60 : what  is He primary function of he two ventral fins shown below ?

Provide a restoring pitching moment  at high L when the horizontal tail is on the

Wale of He wins .

This ventral fins rely on vortex lift .
Very low A  wins generate vortex at hash A

.

Summary :



DESIGN
OF HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACE

Installed to provide longitudinal stability in all flight
Provides pitch control in all flight Important  in

Provide  a  stale  of equilibrium  in each flight extreme flight
conditions

Control Surfaces Requirements

} high dfh Sh high A  minimum sweep

Wish df Sh high A  minimum sweep

F - Ge Ch . Ipv ? So Ec high A of control surface .
Ge

,  thematic
Ch

,  influence b . e
high Speeds  and deflectedflaps Low A of control surface Sweep positive

JAaaYeuedeeiogalaenf.YM-a.IT?oYYnsuishaeowAAce c.gg. positions

S deg higher sweep than  wins .

A to 2% less tic than
Outward wing

worst-CASE
L EQUILIBRIUM REQUIREMENTS Elevator pitching moment  requirement

s o

€14÷

TAIL SURFACES

High aspect  ratio Ulsh taper ratio

Lower  weightHigher  weight
Penate tip stall wins sweep agrwuales effect  unless l

. e
.  vorticesT . tails

, flutter  analysis stool be considered are formed .

Sweep males stall more gradual .



AIRFOIL DESIGN

Generale downforce !

To increase lift of an  airfoil .

.

• Increase camber by control Surface deflection
- Increase angle of attach

.

Qbs : which surface is more effective?

Stabilizer

AEROCASTIC DEFORMATION

Many systems bend due to aerodynamic loads

→ Wing bending and torsion C including flip system )

° Fuselage bending reduces tail surface lift  curve slope

° Tall surface badly and torsion reduce lift  are slope and control surface effectiveness .

o Deformation of movable stabilizer attachment effect dependent  on dynamic press re -

Static aero Caste deformation

rigid fuselage flexible fuselage

EFFECT OF ICE

In certain atmosphere conditions we may accrue on He leading edges of He wins and tale surfaces

Strong reduction of He stall angle of aftab and Hereby Go  a much reduced lifting capability
.

Ice  accretion on Kele
,

sudden pitching moment



Comparison Lift ELEVATOR Loch

Prior to stall force on oluator Is upwards ,
when

He leading edge stalls He force is reversed

points downwards
.

Opposite force on elevator  and a larger moment

§u arm to elevator center of pressure .



FLYING BEYOND BUFFET ONSET AND MMO

BUFFET ONSET BOUNDARY

Forms a limitation of He aircraft flight envelope
.

In which He separation starts at

he foot of he shock wave and creates oscillating pressure distribution
.

QG2 : on He P -80 story , why did He buffeting stop ?

Pressure
, density ad temperature  increased when He aircraft went down

.

BUFFET AND SAFETY

Airworthiness regulations require that buffet  can ones appear Owns a pole - up or turn over .

AIRWORTHINESSREQUIRE  METS

° CL in Operational cruise conditions is limited such that a factor of h -2.3 car be reached

without buffet .

° If Buffet regime is penetrated ,
should be in fully controlled flight .

Flow separation should start  inboards
,

to not have  a strong roll and pitch
.

> The buffet regime is delivery penetrated during test flight .
And he Max has to be

recorded
.

LIFT COEFFICIENT MARGIN

Cc

EMPIRICAL DETERMINATION OF BUFFET Boundary
"

Spoony
U - 2 flights

Here

Correlate buffet - onset mach number in front of He
n

shock wave to snow position . M

Use numerical approx
a  Bu

of b - C equations with

Much speed .

a suitable separation

criterion

Position



HOW TO DETECT BUFFET ONSET

1. Breaks in CL . x
,

Cm - x or Cx - a curves Supercritical ai foils improve

buffet boundaries
.Trailing edge pressure divergence on  outboard wing

Divergence of dynamic  wing root strain - gauge recordings .

From MMO to MD

The selected design speeds are ( EAS )
.

Design cruising speed ,
VC

.

I
.

Minimum  value of VC must be sufficiently greater than VB to provide for inadvertent
Speed increases lately to occur as a result of severe atmospheric turbulence

.

2
. VC may not be less than VB -143 knots

3 . At altitudes where VD is limited by teach Number
, VC

may be limited to a
selected Mach Number

.

Design dive speed
.

VD
. selected so that VC IMC is not greater than 0.8 VDIMD

.
Or thatthe minimum speed margin between KIM Cad VD 1mg is he greater of he following values

.

CS -25 Resolutions : pg .

23 of Flight beyond buffet onset
.

I
. Speed at an specific maneuver .

Zo
 a a .

FLI but CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN MMO AND MD

° Civil transportation aircraft do not exceed Mmo
,

but  meet He requirements to do so
.

Due to severe atmosphere upsets .

o Airworthiness : acceptable flight characteristics up to Mrs → MD = Mmo  t 0.05 to 0.09
.

° M design  = MMO - 0.03 to O
.

OS i design wing .



FOKKER 100 BEYOND MMO EXAMPLE
compressibility

Aerodynamic center at Mmo when M arrives to MD he Cca drops :

Lift
decreases

Lift
shifts

inwards

To balance pressure distributions
,

increase L . Resulting pitching moment No TAIL
-

Resulting pitching moment win tail

663 : Why is Here a pitch - down beroerg . ?

Due to on aft shift  in neutral point position



SUE -

IN NEUTRAL POINT

Stich fixed NP
.

XNP =

Xacwgtcqghwg-yh.SI ( s - GET ) XNP  ~

Xacwg X up ~

w ,

Xwp ~
- off

Timing He airplane :

Deploy trim tab on elevator

Deploy elevator ) Have

Chase incidence angle of tail .

STICH REVERSAL :

Onsincllg , increasing speed . push down

when nose goes down push up .

Mach TRIM COMPENSATOR

Allows for positive stick force Stability up to MD without stick reversal
.

Fokker 28 BEYOND Mmo

Shorter than FIOO :  wings  were  over designed .  so  extended

to FIOO .

Good characteristics between Mmo
,

Mrs without Mach

trim compensator .

0-64 : What planform char act explains He

difference between wins and ht Cy when M → MD

The large sweep of Me horizontal tail compared to the wins . Lower Lr  required !

f)thus
.



when we increase the CLT
. o

we set unstable pitch break

If we include

thus
small changeshe tail → Ba

Sitch reversal on -528

but  only small

changes on Se
are required 00

trim He airplane

Variable incidence  angle stabilizers are used
.

SUMMARY



VERTICAL TAIL

FUNCTIONS Design drivers :

s . Provide stability in flight conditions .
Directional

. Minimum control speed with OEI C Umc )

2. Provide
yaw control in all flight conditions

Loo  speed

3
. Ensure safe handling during engine failure conditions ugh thrust ) Royalties? date

high A Ugh yaw rate

REQUIREMENTS Large slip angles .

Maximum  cross - wind capabilities

Low  speed

high side - Slip angle

0-65 : To have a large contr button to He

static directional stability

Aspect  ratio high Low Sweep
, mainly .

Ulsh aspect  ratio

Minimum sweep

For how A he sweep dont  matter
.

47¥!'aYws

CLL  = It
but then

2 opposite

↳ an a pray
) " # aping

↳ rap V2 bud

which means that He lift force  only depends on he height for  a Siver L .

Achieved in  all flight conditions : Requirements on Regviremert

All aerodynamic  conditions Sufficiently large surface all forces scale with area

All center  of go  witty positions
Measures to ensure  a high Clmaxt

high slip . angle aswell ,
no Skull ,  or stall resistant !

Allowing for  control Surface deflections
Including effect of ice

.

Limiting conditions Requirements on requirement

Low speed and high crosswind Low  aspect  ratio

OEI  condition  right  after tale - off high sweep og f,  ,
,

} Harder  with icing .



DORSAL FINS

0-66 : why does a dorsal fin increase Ccmax ?

Due to  vortex left  at high side - slip angles .

Generates a lie
.  vortex which stabilizes flow  and provides a low pressure region  over the main surface

Works  identical to  straws .  FIS .

No  swept  udhcal tail
,

and a tail with Sweep car have the

same  output .
Cones at  certain  a)

SUMMARY HIGH YAW CHARACTERISTICS

667 : how much rudder deflation

do we need ahead of a crosswind

Canons
.

Zero in Oecrab landing .

high aspect  ratio

Minimum sweep

RUDDER DESIGN

Increasing the chord rato increases increases th KDCalf , until 130%7 I
- a

after  it has  no effect

high aspect  ratio  of He control surface .



RUDDER DESIGN ( CONTINUED )

Some handling considerations

Control forces should be acceptable for  reverse flight  controls

The force should vary heals with deflection  and side . slip angle

To reduce He force required ,
two options :

2. horn balance :

1. Balance tabs :

hinge Moment

0-68 : Why would a low hinge moment derivative

be disadvantageous ?

It  can  more easily cause overstressing

of He airframe .

Mach number at  which extensive flow separation Starts is  above no for .

.

Common VT include :

5 des higher o than wins sweep
Control deflection necessary to correct for sideslip .

I to  2 to less  relative thinness

than  outward wins .

MORE CONSIDERATIONS ON VERTICAL TAIL DESIGN
.

.

High aspect ratio RUDDER DESIGN

higher weight

For T - tails
.

He flutter analysis shooed be considered
.

high taper ratio

Lower weight

Could lead to premature tip stale

asrauated with Sweep unless leaders edge vortex  is formed

Sweep males stall more gradual .



CONTROL SURFACES

CONTROL SURFACE DESIGN

Functions :

a Provide
a mean to achieve equilibrium

> Allow for maneuvering in pitch , role and yaw  in  all flight conditions

s Counteract gusts for flight path teaching .

Requirements
:

° Wish deflections without separations
a Linear behaviour over entire range of deflections

AILERON DESIGN

Q Ga : Why He aircraft roll oposite to input ? AILERON REVERSAL

Due to ke elastic wins structure
,

He aileron deflection caused an  opposite local angle of attach
.

More on sweep flexible wings I
⑤

Sweep back .

At high a , small changes in deflection cause large forces : problem !
Torsional stiffness remains He same though .

} Control reversal
.

High aspect raho wins have this problem ,
which means

- that  a heavier statue will be reared . Geometrictwist

Sweep Increases susceptibility to aileron - induced wing borders
. Aerodynamic twist

.



AILERON DESIGN CONTINUED )
Linear effect  of dynamic
pressure

Result on peak roll rates :
Increasing the  Mach  results

in compressibility effects .

Beyond the Mmo  Stroh

waves  in  combination
with flow  separation .

Infinite torsional Stiffness  assumption .

.

Most  optimal is  O angle sweep . Else He aileron

maintains it  or reduces He effectiveness .

Effectiveness is also reduced with altitude

Reynolds effect .

.

Higher Re He lower

he effectiveness . other way to  increase efficiency of ailerons is to

install vortex generators . Aerodynamic fix  not design .

Prevents :

- d - E separation

> Separation  at He foot Of Shot Wwe

> Separation at hinge line
.

on he rudder ,
we have to male sure that no fin stall or  rudder loch occurs

. when the aircraft
is rollins .

hinge Moment  coefficients



SPOILERS spoil the flow  over He wing and reduces lift , increases drag ,
changes pitching moment

Functions :

- Roll control

> Speed

bralessLift dumpers
a Load alleviation

Spoilers decrease lift to ensue op prop ,  ate contact  with He ground , so that He wheels

can break
.

You can have closed shroud spoilers or open shroud spoilers .

EFFECT OF SPOILERS

Upper surface pressure distribution when a Changes for a

deflection

:

EFFECTIVENESS

Coupled to flap deflection

highly non-linear  when flap
in deflected .

completely

different paths .

FUNCTIONAL INTERACTIONS

Deflection to  achieve roll controlalso  affects overall lift .

Deflector

to
brahe also affects lift  and pitching moment

Deflection to dump lift can also produce large pitching moments that  increase or decrease nose wheel - Coad
.

Complex Mixing required :



SPOILERS C CONTINUED )

Design Considerations :

> Strong interaction btw spoiler functions
s Forces and moments are non - linear with :

• Spoiler and flap deflection
. Angle of attach

° Mach number

a Dynamic pressure

° System redundancy requires multiple spoiler panels

> Complex mixing schedules are required .

CONTROL SURFACE ACTUATION

Until begin of WWII cable or push - pull - rod system . Advantages :

• Reliable
• Good feed bach C fully reversible )

• Uncomplicated

Disadvantages for fast  or large aircraft .

• high degree of aerodynamic balancing has to be developed .

• Static aero - elastic deformation effects car introduce slack
.

* To prevent flutter , large counter weights are required .

Booster systems

. Mixture of manual and hydraulic control systems .

• Pilot 's control forces are  multiplied by hydraulic actuators
.

Advantages :

• Fuels reversible

Control forces lowered
° But variations still remain

Fully irreversible hydraulic control systems :

• control surfaces actuated through one  or more hydraulic actuators .
Less reliable :

Pintgo.at?:Y:a7IIYaatoiio+.bsapee...+
. )

nation seems so .  reasons .

Comprises of a  Spang box
; goes he pilot Stick displacement .

Velocity feedback through the free stream dynamic pressure .



FLY Dy WIRE

LECTRONIC SIGNALING :

Directly relating cockpit  controls with surface  actuators
.

Not with mechanical cables but electric
.

FULL Fly BY WIRE :

Pilot controls a certain  normal acceleration  or pitch or yaw  rate  with the system computing
He required control deflection .

Allows for operational safety limits .
( Airworthiness requirements on :)

• Climax so Fs
min a Mmo ad MD

• Cg range .

SUMMARY



PROPELLER SLIPSTREAM EFFECTS

SLIPSTREAM EF EES
That was He basic propeller theory ,

in reality it

IS more complex :

• Radial velocity varies with spar

° Finite blade span  causes induced velocities

a Multiple blades cause induced velocities .

Steam tube is propeller septum

Thrust should be maximized :

After He propeller the flow 's :

Not homogeneous

Different pressure distribution

Lift , Oras and pitching moment  altered

Contracted .

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
The Propellers create an  increase in a in He wins behind

On  one side counteracts

Dynamic pressure at Norton al Tae he effect on lift by as
.

On He other side it

reinforces He effect

on left by of
.

Slipstream
shift

due
to

sure

If the T
. O

. power  is increased He A increases
.

Increase in Gnax  and Ax

Downwash increases constantly when G  increases
. No - He slope

but just He offset .



SLIPSTREAM EFFECTS CONTINUED ) Q 70 .

.
When hct becomes larger :

What  is the effect of G- on stability d Cmg , )
The tall effectiveness  is reduced and He

. airplane becomes less  stable .

We  need doggy Not  GOOD

Observations

C " = ¥2 )
c , .  o

( It h . G) Increase in Ct has a destabilizing Effect .

da Two types of longitudinal stability exist .

Tde =  constant
The response to Ax  at constant CT

ffg = dq
,

.dk The response to SL due to chase in speed and Ct
.

O L

-

G - Cn
Lh

\ ShhIIE a

Cc - Cm for different powers and incidence of tail
.

Negative tailplane  stale case and effect :

CL
a high power , large flap deflection  and low  speed

causes large downwash angles

> Very large negative  angles of attach at HT

> Flow Separation happens .

Possible solutions :

Modify UT leading edge  with  negative camber

charge i with flap setting .

Change to T - tail configuration .



SLIPSTREAM EFFECTS CONTINUED )

1. Propeller Forces :

> Thrust  increase might be destabilizing depending on position w . r
.

t He c. g. Important  at low speeds

when Thrust  is  at maximum .

T

a
N

° The propel er normal forces ( CNP ) will become quite substantial if He propeller
Gois  at  a high effective angle of attach . Since He point of application  is usually

ahead of he center  of gravity . Destabilising effect .

N

2. Increase in wins lift ,
tail - off pitching moment  and downwash .

The increase in local wing lift due To tee slipstream causes an increase in downwash behind wins .

Increase
in wins lift ,

increase He tail - off pitching moment  in nose down .

-3
. Change in honiton tail tail lift One to the increased dynamic pressure in He slipstream .

If the horizontal tail is partly or completely immersed it  will experience a higher average dynamic pressure .

This  will increase He effectiveness and this He stability .

4
, Oncoming flow at UT differs from  undisturbed flow due to :

I . The wins and engine nacelle  wall .

. lower  arouse dynamic pressure . Lover effectiveness at high d if
stabiliser  is in He wall

.

2
. The propeller slipstream :  increased dynamic pressure .

Mish '
 increase effectiveness  or  complicate  it

.

3 .

The downwash :

consequence of lift .

DIRECTIONAL EQUILIBRIUM

> Effect on directional equilibrium due to cross . flow .

> Cross flow introduced through assymetnc left distribution
.

> Asgymctnc loft distribution caused by propeller swirl .

Q 72 : For  a twin - engine prop with co - rock tins props , which engine

IS critical or t to f in design )
.

Considering OEI condition -

The 2
,

inboard up rotation
, laser

slipstream  or vertical Tail
.

• Results  In yaw  rate and  sideslip
• Requires opposite  rudder deflection

.



SLIPSTREAM EFFECTS CONTINUED )

The effect  an
yawing due to propeller rotation Fears increase downwash vortices ano cross flow

depends on .

.

Cn  is constant with YID for flaps down and tail on

• Engine spacing
, y ID : Cross . flow damps effect  of These effects are lower for

spanwlse engine position on Cm
. Low wing aircraft

• Direction  of rotation :

CRITICAL SITUATION FOR DIRECTIONAL EQUILIBRIUM : Flaps down
, ou board - up engine fails .

Large cross flows occur independent of tail she
.

Logo VT causes a larger yawing moment  at p -
- o

Balance between : Moment from OE
.

 and moment by sideslip and rudder deflection .

LATERAL STABILITY



ENGINE INTAKES

FUNCTIONS OF INTAKE : Int AHE must  DELIVER LARGE AMOUNT OF

AIR TO ME ENGINE OVER A LARGE ENVELOPE
• Decelerate flow to approximately m -

-
0.6

' ' Raise He pressure in He flow in high speed conditions
.

OF OPERA  Two CONDITIONS :

a M O to 0.9

° Avoid shocks or separated flow .

→ L - S to 20 degrees
> Minimize loss in total energy of he internal flow

> Large mass flow dimensions

Qazi
.

Why is total pressure recovery important for Ashe Nomenclature

efficiency ?

INTAKE DESIGN DRIVERS

> Cruise conditions
ENGINE INTAKESstate. off conditions

a Wind milling condition

IN TAWE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

CRUISE :

Mass flow and speed determines steam tube diameter
o M R C  = I

.

Fan RPM is compromise btwn turbine and fan
, Superdelegates on He outside  of Intake will be O' had

Fan tips may be supersonic ( http = s . SS )

o Cross section of stream tube is  independent of in tale high speed at far increases helical tip teach .

> Mass flow varies greatly with engine setting,
altitude  and

airspeed .

REQUIREMENTS  ON  GEOMETRY

Area  should be tailored to required mass flow.

External cowling should prevent  strong shook waves from occurring

DESIGN For then SPEED OPERATION

Design condition : stream tube diameter E throat diameter

Thin lis  are

required !



AT LOW SPEEDS :

- MFR > 2.0
q

Mth  .

 - Mach throat

• highest superdelegates occur  near He throat area . ¥ MFR -

- Mass flow ratio
-

s Velocity distribution  over throat  not  uniform ,  near He wall #
-

s g min 70.8 large decrease  in total pressure  recovery and efficiency
> Maximum Mtn  is critical at low speed because He required engine mass flow is largest  at  T . o

.

Requirement on interior intake geometry :

Average throat Mach number should be limited to Miu  c O
. g to prevent  shock waves .

Example of engine  with and without shock Inlet pressure recovery us mass flow .

Q 73 : Why does He pressure recovery improve with larger contraction ratios ?

LOSS OF  TOTAL PRESSURE

Second cause for loss of total pressure : separation  at tee lis At t - o and low speed flight .

BLOW - IN DOORS

Trapdoors  installed in He in tale that  allow

for He air to flow in
.

Auxiliary
doors  could
solve

.



INLET DIFFUSER DESIGN

Stall generates pressure losses
.

Diffuse loss = Ks . lez . MT up

Observations :

> In fate areas should be shed with a  margin for variations in the  maximum airflow :

•

Thrust  and mass flow may increase over He engine development lifetime .

• Mass flow req .
 may not be fixed when the nacelle design Should be fro ten .

° Result : Increase nacelle  weight  and Oras .

> Alterative : Use blow - in ooo  s to  allow  increase of mass flow .

These actuate when aditi  oral flow is received

after Miu >  0.8

Q 74 : Why do  rear - mounted engines have  on  increased

incidence  aisle ?

To  align  in tale and He engine  nacelle with the

local flow oration .

Improvement

INLET Droop

a Aligns in tales with local flow at  cruise Cup wash of wins )

> Maximizes  in tale efficiency at full thrust
.

> Minimizes the  cowl drag when engine fails .

O
. E. O

.
FLIGHT

o Meet second segment climb gradient rcsvremut

s Condition : Cow speed, high d
, high p

a Adi tonal drag doe to :

• Larger rudder deflection

• Windmill
,

blocked ers he

. Increased for body drag .



WINDMILL CONDITION

Local nach numbers around inlet Gp In

windmill condition .

M = 0.25

Separation is dependent on Re and Mach number .

INLET TESTING Pg . Uh of ENGINE INTAUES

SUMMARY INLET DESIGN

:

s

:



ENGINE EXHAUST AND REVERSE RS

ENGINE EXHAUSTS - Nott LE

FUNCTION :

To  convert the energy supplied by the engine into line tic  energy by means of expansion .

Decrease  of static pressure Increase  in  velocity
Decrease of static temperature Increase  in  momentum

Decrease  in dasity

OPTIMUM CONFIGURATION DETERMINED DY :

Boundary layer internal and external flow .
Not  one - dimensional flow

Axial velocity over each cross-section Mixing at the flow boundaries between  external and engine  exhaust

flow  and between the fan  and He core flow .

Rotation in ke exhaust

Mixing may be forced c reduce  noise )

Exhaust Efficiency Coefficients

To incorporate He above mentioned effects .
The following coefficients are used

.

VELOCITY FLOW COEFFICIENT MASS FLOW COEFFICIENT ACTUAL SPEED
DISCHARGE  COEFFICIENT

( u  =
Vaotual CD =

niactual factual =

Factual

V ideal is ideal riactual . Vi deal

Nott LE THRUST COEFFICIENT Loss of gross thrust through the core and bypass  nozzles
JET TURBOFAN

C ,  
=

Factual C Factual ) fan  +  core

Focal
= CV ° CD CT  

=

( Focal ) pan  elf
. deal ) are

UNCUOUED NOELLE : PF
,

> 0.528 C cold flow ) Ppt L 18g

Ae  =  exhaust  area

T= total or  stagnation

O .

- back pressure

CHOKED NOZZLE :Pop
,

C 0.528 I coed flow ) or Pff >  g.gg
NOZZLE LOSSES

Me
.

- I•Ae  =  exhaust  area
.

T-type



NET Thrust : difference btw gross thrust  and in tale momentum plus a pressure component .

F- me ( Ve - Vcs ) + Ae ( Pe - Po )

For his h 3 PR ashes
,

me
is large and ( Ve . Vcs ) is small

,
While Ve and Vos

are large .

The thrust loss is much larger than He thrust coefficient suggest .

Although Ct should be

as high  as possible .

Qts : what is He cause for non - Ideal nozzle flow ? TESTING on page sa

Nor  local flow due to  mix  ins ENGINE EXHAUST
. . .

Non uniform environmental pressure distribution behind He hottle

The dissipation of total pressure thrash wall friction of non - le

Notte flow deflection behind He nozzle

NOELLE TY DES FAN NONE EFFECTS

In
FID

FAN AND CORE FLOW INTERACTION velocity coefficients

Mass  coefficients

NOZZLE EXTENSION C REDUCTION )

CDF

C Dc



Nott LE EXTENSION C REDUCTION ) Nott LE OPTIMIZATION

TESTING OF EXHAUSTS

Novel performance depends on Po

Dedicated flight lest required to measure performance

BOAT TAIL DRAG
Supercritical core  exhaust pressure  ratio :

may cause

local

separations

NOISE DAMPING

Achieved by mixing he core flow with He fan flow .

Convoluted or lobed mixers can be used within Cowens .

SUMMARY

Chevrons to damp noise :

. Less thrust loss due to Each of intend mixing .

° Smaller cowers required
→ Also mixing of far with extend flow .



THRUST REVERSE RS

FUNCTION : TYPES :

° Decrease ground roll distance
.

o Bucket . or target . type thrust reverses

a Also for taxiing backwards - Petal type thrust reverses

> Cascade thrust reverses

PERFORMANCE EFFECTS

Use  of thrust reverses is  not  allowed to reduce He certified accelerate stop or landing distance on

a Ory runway . Because  is not reliable enough . Possible engine failure  and cross  wind conditions
.

on wet conditions ,
allowed for  certified runway .

Benefit :  reduce brake wear  and decrease ground roll distance on  wet  and icy or snow runaway .

Disadvantages : heavy , expensive and maintenance pure .

DE Slow GOALS

I .
The maximization of reverse thrust

2
. Minimizing of fish of ingestion of He hot  exhaust gas  and foreign  objects .

3 The minimization of adverse effects on  stability and control .

FAN VS TOTAL FLOW  REVERSE THRUST

REVERSER PLUME
EFFECTS CASCADE REVERSER PRINCIPLE



FAN Thrust REVERSER

In th cascades ,  more spacing at th back than  at front

INGESTION I SURGE LIMIT TARGET TYPE THRUST REVERSER S

• Less complex than  cascade

- Only used for full flow and primary flow reverse

° Form part  of He exhaust  hottle

a Less  control over exhaust plume .

Rear
- fuselage reverses :

> Lower rudder effectiveness
> Lower  nose . wheel load

,
steering

- Effect  on directional stability
.

CLOCUING Thrust REVERSER S :

Q2 o : Why would one
" cloche " He thrust  reverses ?

in

A 2 To prevent  ingestion of runway debris

a

SUMMARY



Last shoes :

EXAMPLES OF MODERN WING DESIGN FOR 4164 . SPEED TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

SWEAT WING DESIGN

CANADAIR BOMBARD lez
"

CHALLENGER "

#so@pg@IeSfggApg↳ggC
. 9

Qtt : Why would he designers wait  a sharper

suction peak  in low - speed conditions ?

Reduces He pressure drag on the

front part  of th airfoil .



DOUGLAS Dc - IO

Q 78 : Why did He designers choose to increase He

tic ratio near He root ?

To  obtain a similar chord wise thickness . induced

upper - su face velocity distribution salons He Spas .

Q79 : why did the casinos choose to increase incidence

near He root . ?

To Obtain a similar Span wise left .induced upper - Surface

bloats distribution
.

680 : how can one reduce drag creep on a

wing with a fixed planform shape ?

Ado more aft loading to reduce He over speeds

at ble top surface for  a Slum G
. DE HAVILLAND TRIDENT

0.82 : Due to aero elastic deformation of as aft swept wins

Under IS loading Aero elastic deformation at He TP .

Loss of lift  on  wing tips . Less lift

L
Nose up pitching moment due to bending of wing .

th
X.  cg



VICKERS VC . 10

Long range , larger than trout
,

Mc .

- 0.81 I
A 44=32 .

so
Qsz : Why does He local lift coefficient

decrease near th root ?

To ensure that Ce * C cares

elliptically along He span .

BOEING 720
Q 83 : Wla :  is He function of He leading-edge glove?

Align He isobars  at He root
.

727 :

0-84 : Why is th force  curved in board ?

To align  it  with he local stream has and reduce

interference drag .

PiiE¥
Q 85

. why does He inviscid misplace the position of the Shock ?

Because it does not  include th effect  of He b - l
.

Q 89 : Front loading at He  root  is  used to
. . .

Offset the nose - down pitching moment of the  outboard wins

BOEING 757 :

090 : why less gaps  in tale off
configuration ?

Gaps increase He drag coefficient of
He wing .



13767 :

Qas : Why does He 767  root have reduced aft loading ?

To offset th pitch up moment coefficient of He outboard wing .

13777

Q 92 What is He function of raked wins tips ?

Reduce left . induced drag .

Tatted

AIRBUS A 300

AppStore

0×93 : when would you sped

this pressure distribution ?



A 320 :

Designed for lower speeds , minimizing rear loading ad maximum front loading .

Thus allowed for lighter wing flaps ,

lowered trim drag .

Qau : Why does limited aft loading

contribute to biker flaps ?

Because it  concentrates He left or
the flap 's elastic axis

reducing its required torsional stiffness .

695 : What do you
conclude based on He following graph :

13737 has large commercial

potential .

A 340 :

A 380 :

GABBER

096 : why does A 380 have  a low A ?

To comply with regulations

Qaa : Why does He tip airfoil have a higher tlc ?

To increase He nose radius of He airfoil and prevent

a cares onset  of tin stall

FOKKER INFO IN LAST SLIDE :

Hope you have enjoyed my summary


